
 

 

Jesters Pacific Northwest 
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February 14-16 
 
Thank you, 
 
For the 51st PNW I looked to the steps forward that we have achieved this year and what we 
can improve on to make the experience better.  This year we are happy to welcome the addition 
of UVIC as a venue and the addition of the U23 draw. We used Club Locker for the first time, 
and the reviews from our court control were exemplary.  For the first time we used 3 venues 
from start to finish and had some very reasonable finish times both Friday and Saturday 
evening. And.for the first time we tried to have both players referee together after their 
match!  Yes, I understand that the loser has no reward, but the players that commented on it 
said that refereeing was easier. 
 
We thank the 40 volunteers that stepped forward this holiday weekend to chop vegetables, 
prepare food, update draws, organize players, distribute two different colour hoodies, and help 
keep this tournament running as smoothly as possible.  Without them we would not be able to 
run an event of this size.   
 
The squash this weekend was a high calibre like every year.  Many players played with passion, 
dripping sweat and tears at the end of their matches.  But 20 min later it was great to see kids 
wearing their hoodies and playing ping pong in the gymnasium, and cheering each other 
on.  These are the days that we remember and drive us to work harder for the next event we are 
to compete in. Congratulations to our event champions: 
 

 BU11 BU 13 BU15 

1 st Joseph Suh Murray Calder Justin Weller 



2 nd Shaan Bajwa Yusuf Matti-Alvarey Weihan Wang 

3 rd Sam Horsky Rohan Paliwal Harrison Yang 

    

 BU17 BU19 U23 

1 st Michael Knapp Salaheldin Eltorgman Kellan O'Neill 

2 nd Patrick Walford Gabriel Yun Liam Knapp 

3 rd Morven Liu Jacob Lin Amelia Knapp 

    

 GU11 GU13 GU15 

1 st Veera Dhaliwal Eva Ghai Spring Ma 

2 nd Georgia Watson Joelle Kim Elizabeth Dicker 

3 rd Jayme Bracewell Yu Ng Katherine Herring 

    

 GU17 GU19  

1 st Maddison Laine Sarah Cao  

2 nd Julia Horsey Lucia Bicknell  

3 rd Ocean Ma Taylor MacKay  
 

Under 11 Winners 

 
 



Under 13 Winners

 
 

Under 15 Winners 

 
 

Under 17 Winners 

 
 

Under 23 Winners 



 
 

Under 19 Winners 

 
 

Sportship Award Winners: Christain Yuen and Alex 
Brown 

 



 
 

 
 


